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Actions and status
ACTION

ANSWER

STATUS

1. SOGL: ENTSO-E is invited to provide
visibility regarding the numbers and the
approaches taken regarding the
implementation of the LFC block
operational agreements and reserve sizing,
for example regarding the probabilistic
approaches applied in different areas and
how those compare to each other.

ENTSO-E will endeavour to collect the
data during 2nd half of 2019, after the
approval of LFC block operational
agreements and after clarifying the
exact scope of the request with ACER

Open

2. ER: ENTSO-E will consider if there is a
A workshop earlier than 7 May 2019 is not
possibility to organize a workshop for further
feasible
discussion on aspects to allow NEMOs and
other stakeholders to inform the discussions on
the ENTSO-E guidance and the development
of the rules for suspension and restoration of
market activities.

Closed
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3. ENTSO-E should collect information
regarding SOGL and NC ER
implementation and ensure transparency
through the Active Library and the
monitoring file.

Active library will be extended to allow Closed
TSOs to cover also the implementation
of SO GL and NC ER, ENTSO-E to report
on this 2nd half of the year.
The focus is now on pan-European and
regional implementation as national
requirements in SO GL in many cases
represent the status quo

4. Regional coordination proposals (per
CCR): ENTSO-E will look into the feasibility
for organizing a stakeholder workshop on
the regional coordination topic.

The article 76 proposals of each CCR
Open
will be ready for the public
consultation at different times. ENTSO-E
is consulting the CCRs about their
willingness to participate to a potential
workshop and will follow up
depending on the answers.
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5. ENTSO-E to confirm which data will be
required from stakeholders for the purpose
of the CBA (the question will be recorded
in the Issue Logger and the list of data will
be provided there when available).

Answer provided under agenda topic
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Open
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